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This thoroughly updated edition of the landmark volume Growing Roses in Cold Climates includes: Accessible information on 875 varieties of roses best suited to cold climates New methods for protecting roses in winter Hundreds of new rose introductions, including disease-resistant and hardy varieties Five-star ratings to help you select top-performing roses In addition to describing both organic and inorganic solutions to common rose problems, this volume also profiles twelve major classes of roses, complete with photographs and step-by-step guidelines on achieving ideal growing conditions.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is a good book for people who would like to grow nice roses in the colder area of the USA. It was written mostly for people who live in very cold climates but it is a good book for the rest of the country also. Lots of pictures and list of roses that will survive the cold weather.

This isn't a coffee-table picture book of roses, but an information-packed tome by very, very experienced rosarians who have gardened in the upper Midwest for many, many years. Their descriptions of roses are both extensive and succinct; their directions for selecting and planting roses, caring for roses, and especially for getting roses through the winter are excellent, sufficiently detailed for new growers and sufficiently advanced for growers seeking to improve existing skills and knowledge.
A easy to read and comprehensive book that provides everything you need to know about purchasing and caring for roses. The pictures are great. I love the information regarding the varieties of roses available. This is a must have book for Rose lovers!

Lots of information on getting roses to grow in cold areas, looking forward to learning more to nurture and enjoy the fragrant blooms
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